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Abstract
The relationships among species in the genus Rhyncospora, a member of the
flowering plant family Cyperaceae, are of value to study as they are essential plant
components to our ecosystem. Sedges are necessary for wetland preservation, land-sea
barriers, and in many cases serve as a natural water detoxifier. Rhyncospora is a prime
genus to ask questions about their phylogeny because their evolutionary history is
poorly understood for them to be so prevalent. To understand the relationships
between a specific group of sedges (genus Rhyncospora) I utilized nucleotide sequence
data in a phylogenetic approach. Phylogenetics is the study of the evolutionary history
of taxonomic groups of organisms. It compares groups and can be used for either
phenotypes (physical characteristics) or genotypes (genetic makeup/characteristics).
With various lab equipment and techniques, a series of steps were taken to amplify,
purify, and ultimately align our data sequences. Wet lab approaches included the PCR,
gel electrophoresis, and vacuum filtration purification. Computer assisted data analysis
included manipulating FASTA nucleotide sequence, proofreading sequence
electropherograms with Sequencher (a software program), and aligning all nucleotides
via ClustalX. The final phylogenetic tree output showed differentiation and variation
between the 22 DNA samples that were sequenced and amplified. Two main clusters
were formed with two separate samples as outliers.
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Introduction
You may be wondering, what is Rhyncospora? Rhyncospora is a genus of
approximately 400 species of sedges, that belong to the family Cyperaceae. The
Cyperaceae contains four genera including the largest group sedges (R. Carex),
papyrus/nut sedges (R.Cyperus), bulrushes (R. Nees), and the beak sedges (R. Vahl) (The
Gale Encyclopedia of Science, 2019). Most sedges are very similar in appearance, and
often their mature fruits aid in identification. Sedges very closely resemble grasses, in
that they have triangular stems similar to the common grass blades however are mostly
solid, opposed to hollow. They have fibrous roots and are tuberous to aid in water and
nutrient retention. They vary in size from less than a half an inch tall like Eleocharis, to
some that grow up to 16 feet such as the giant papyrus or the African S. boivinii.
(Reznicek, 2019). These plants can occur on all continents except Antarctica, and are
most abundant in neotropical areas that possess wet and acidic soils (Buddenhagen et.
al, 2017).
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Kingdom Plantae
Phylum Anthophyta

Order
Cyperales

Family
Cyperaceae

Class
Monocotyledoneae
Genus
Rhyncopsora

Figure 1. Taxonomic Classification of Rhyncospora. Rhyncopsora is a genus in the
family Cyperaceae, in the flowering plant monocot Order Cyperales. It is more broadly
classified from the Class Monocotyledoneae which belongs to the Phylum Anthophyta
under the Kingdom Plantae. Taxonomic classifications.

There are various species of Cyperaceae that all possess value in different
regions of the world and to different cultures . Though no economy directly relies on
sedges for major income, export, or large scale economic value, they are still appear
very frequently in everyday life. For example, in India types of Cyperaceae serve as the
key material in weaving mats, baskets, screens, rugs, and even sandals due to their
durable fibrous stems and leaves (Reznicek, 2019). In Egypt, papyrus (Cyperus papyrus)
was used to create the first forms of paper to serve as the earliest form of writing
materials other than on rock. There are many biblical references that support the claim
that papyrus served as the greatest form of “knowledge” in that time period, since it
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was so easy to write anything down on it and was also simple to store. Many Japanese
cultures use plants from this family as ornamentals that make their gardens and ponds
more appealing and beautiful. Sedges also appears in copious amounts of Asian foods in
the form of water chestnuts (Eleocharis tuberosa). The North American species Isolepis
cernua is commonly grown as a potted plant, flower bed filler or greenhouse edging.
Many fast growing sedges are used by environmental preservation companies for the
treatment of wastewater due to their great capacity to absorb nutrients that would
harm the aquatic ecosystem in excess, such as nitrogen or phosphorous (Reznicek,
2019). Sedges can grow in both salt and freshwater environments and serve as food for
aquatic and wetland animals all alike. Our sea levels are rising and these plants help to
preserve wetland integrity and to maintain those environments. With oceans pushing
further into the mainland, sedges like Rhyncospora prove essential to keeping the
natural land barrier, preventing flooding, and protect from coastal erosion. They also
serve great importance to our water circulation here on Earth (evaporation,
transpiration, precipitation, condensation, and the like).
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Figure 2. Mature Rhyncospora Species. This picture depicts the fleshy green part of the
plant that is visible above ground as well as the roots that are strong and allow the
plant to grow back each year.

Most plants in the family Cyperaceae are classified as perennials as they grow in
the spring and summer seasons. Though they die every autumn and winter their roots
survive and the aerial shoots will return in the spring and regrow from those roots. The
fact that this group of plants are perennials is one of the reasons they are the
foundation for many ecosystems. They religiously come back year after year and offer
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life to their biome when other life has perished. Sedges are spread world wide through
common patterns of bird flight, wind pollination and insect pollination. Cyperaceae has
pollen that is dispersed and spread as tetrads (Thomas, 1992).

Figure 3. Mature fruits (achenes) of Rhyncospora.
As stated by the abstract, to better understand the relationships among different
species of Rhyncospora I employed the scientific area of phylogenetics. Due to the
ecological importance, and poorly understood evolutionary history, they are very
interesting to study. Studying the systematics Rhyncospora has given me a deeper
understanding of genomics and biology from a scientific viewpoint.
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Experimental Approach
Many different types of lab manipulations were done to gather data that would
be usable. Our partner at New York Botanical Gardens Dr. Robert Naczi sent us plant
leaf samples that he has collected from the field of work. These collections range from
Texas, in the United States all the way to Brazil, and throughout South America. He sent
these plant samples to our lab where other students isolated genomic DNA from these
leaf tissues. I chose 22 of these to amplify through the PCR and address questions
regarding their evolutionary relationships.
Sample Number

Species Name

Collection Location

R1

R. crinipes

United States, Florida

R2

R. oligantha

United States, Florida

R3

R. oligantha

Belize, Cayo District

R5

R. marliniana

United States, Florida

R6

R. marliniana

Belize, Cayo District

R7

R. penniseta

Cuba, Pinar del Rio Province

R9

R. galeana

United States, North Carolina

R10

R. plumosa

United States, Florida

R11

R. megaplumosa

United States, Florida

R13

R. intermedia

United States, Florida

R14

R. megaplumosa

United States, Florida

R15

R. marliniana

Belize, Stann Creek District
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R17

R. marliniana

Belize, Belize District

R18

R. marliniana

Belize, Cayo District

R19

R. marliniana

Belize, Cayo District

R20

R. marliniana

Belize, Toledo District

R21

R. oligantha

Belize, Stann Creek District

R22

R. oligantha

United States, New Jersey

R23

R. plumose

Belize, Cayo District

R24

R. oligantha

Belize, Cayo District

R26

R. oligantha

Belize, Belize District

R27

R. exaltata

Belize, Cayo District

Table 1. Area of extraction, species name and correlation number. This table depicts
the way that I labeled the 22 samples used and their species type. I have also included
the geographical location for sample was harvested from.

The first step that kickstarts the lab process is the PCR.. PCR stands for
polymerase chain reaction and it is a simple laboratory procedure that is used to make
copies of DNA or a specific DNA region. There are several basic ingredients that are
necessary for the PCR to work, all of which we add into a small “master mix” tube. First
and foremost you must have your template DNA, which in my case were the samples
that were isolated from leaf materials obtained from Dr. Naczi. However, this template
DNA does not go into the master mix, it is allotted to labeled tubes after the mix is
finished. This increases productivity and allows you to run PCR cycles on many DNA
samples at once. You also need a DNA polymerase enzyme. This enzyme synthesizes
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DNA molecules from deoxyribonucleotides, and essential for DNA replication. It is what
does the “copying” and creates two identical strands of DNA from one single original
DNA molecule. For the DNA polymerase I used a Taq polymerase, referred to
experimentally as Promega Taq. MgCl2 is also included in the PCR master mix tube
because it acts as a cofactor for Taq polymerase and increases its productivity therefore
boosting overall amplification. Primers are also required, for they are smaller pieces of
DNA that is single stranded, and normally only 20 nucleotides (basic structural unit of
nucleic acids) in length. Two primers are always used, each one runs an opposite way on
the DNA.

Figure 4. Depiction of base pairing in a double helix. Also shows how primers that run
opposite ways align to form a contig (3’-5’ and 5’-3’).
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One primer will prime from left to right, and the other from right to left. They
are scientifically designed so that they will flank or target a certain region that is desired
for copying. Different primers can vary in which part of DNA that they prime. In the case
of my experiment I heavily used ITS primers named ITS 4 and 5. This helped me to
amplify a specific locus, the Internal Transcribed Spacer (ITS). The primers bind to the
DNA template strand through complementary base pairing. Complementary base
pairing is a phenomenon where the four nucleotide that make up DNA (adenine,
cytosine, guanine and thymine) bond with one another in specific ways. Adenine (A)
only pairs with thymine (T), and cytosine (C) only pairs with guanine (G).
These primers help to begin DNA synthesis. Next for a PCR to work correctly
there needs to be free floating nucleotides (dNTPs) in the mixture so that they can be
added via enzyme and primers as needed. Acetylated BSA, Bovine Serum Albumin, is
used as well for several purposes. Acetylated BSA helps in the stabilization of enzymes
for enzymatic reactions where nucleases are absent, as an essential characteristic
(Thermofisher Scientific, 2019). BSA also helps to yield better results from templates
that may be sparse or have low purity, as well as preventing the enzymes from adhering
to the tubes themselves (Thermofisher Scientific). Finally ,water is added for volume
preservation purposes and a reaction buffer must be added. This buffer will help the
mixture to maintain a overall medium pH (potential hydrogen; how acidic or basic
something is). This is important because the enzyme is pH sensitive- meaning that if the
environment becomes too acidic or basic it can denature and fall apart. It is necessary
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for a buffer to help resist pH changes by chemically neutralizing small amounts of added
acidic or basic compounds, so our enzyme can work at full capacity. In Table 2 the buffer
measurements can be seen under the column 5X Go-Taq buffer. Once my master mix
was fully prepared with all the essential ingredients the PCR process was ready to begin.
The master mix is then separated into smaller tubes that will contain different DNA
samples that way we can amplify multiple samples at once. Measurements of volumes
required can be found in Table 2, since they vary dependent on how many DNA samples
are being amplified at once.
X:
ddH2o
Volumes
Required
Y: # of
samples
2
60.06

5X GoTaq
Buffer

25 mM
MgCl2

dNTPs

Primers
(of
each)

Promega Acetylated
Taq
BSA

22

9.9

11

2.2

0.44

2.2

3

90.09

33

14.85

16.5

3.3

0.66

3.3

4

120.12

44

19.8

22

4.4

0.88

4.4

5

150.15

55

24.75

27.5

5.5

1.1

5.5

6

180.18

66

29.7

33

6.6

1.32

6.6

7

210.21

77

34.65

38.5

7.7

1.54

7.7

8

240.24

88

39.6

44

8.8

1.76

8.8

Table 2. Measurements in microliters for PCR master mix. Ingredients that will later be
allotted into the specific number of sample tubes.
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Figure 5. Photograph depicting small PCR tubes. This specific picture is our
isolated DNA samples for each species involved in the experiment, PCR tubes are also
this size.
The first step in the DNA replication is denaturation. This is when the two strands
that make up a DNA helix are separated when their hydrogen bonds break. PCR
machines do this by heating up the mixture. A-T base pairs typically melt around 70
Celsius and G-C base pairs at approximately 100 Celsius. Following denaturation, is the
annealing phase. During this phase the primers that were added to the master mix will
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bind to the target DNA and start polymerization. Polymerization is when small
molecules (monomers) are combined to produce a chain, in this case our bases are
complementarily pairing to each other. We use two primers so there is one to bind to
each strand that we have separated. The third step in the PCR process, extension, is the
most important. During extension, new strands of DNA are made from the original
template strand. Essentially this is where the copying occurs. The DNA polymerase
added to the master mix will join all the free floating DNA nucleotides I also added to
the mixture together. After one full cycle of the PCR the result will be two double
stranded sequences of target DNA, each containing an original strand and a newly made
strand. PCR cycles differ based on primers used, what area you are amplifying, and
which temperatures work the best for those properties. In the case of my thesis, as
stated before I used two ITS primers (4 and 5) and the temperature and duration of the
PCR phases are tailored to accommodate them. Each cycle entails 80 for 5 minutes
termed the “initial melt”. Then 94 for 1 minute in the “melt” phase, 50 for 1 minute
during the “annealing” phase then lastly 72 for 1 minute during extension.
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Figure 6. The three steps of a PCR cycle. During denaturation the hydrogen bonds
between the two helices break and the two nucleic acid strands disassociate from one
another. Next during annealing, the primers that were added to the master mix will
bind to the target DNA and start polymerization. Finally the stage of extension is the
elongation of each strand with the addition of new bases.

Approximately 35 cycles are run, producing hundreds of thousands to millions of
new copies. After the PCR is complete the results are analyzed via gel electrophoresis.
An already established amount of the mixture, normally 6 microliters, is taken from the
amplified tubes, and the rest is stored in a temperature sensitive fridge at 4 Celcius.
These samples are revisited after electrophoresis if results were successful.
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Figure 7. Photograph of the PCR thermocycler. This machine is manufactured
by MJ Research INC. You can customize and preset cycles and programs.
Electrophoresis is a laboratory method used to separate DNA according to
molecular size involving the stimulation from an electrical field. Since DNA is a
negatively charged molecule it will repel against the negative side and the particles will
travel towards the positively charged pole of the gel. If the products were successfully
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amplified through the PCR mixtures, they will filter through the selective membrane all
the way to the opposite side. To complete this process you must first make your gel.

Figure 8. Gel Electrophoresis technology. You can observe the electrode plugged
into negative and positive ends of the electrophoresis tank. The sample wells at the
negative end are where DNA is loaded.

This is done by melting a pre-made bottle of 1% agarose in the microwave for
approximately 45 seconds to 1 minute. 30 mL of the melted agarose is then transferred
into a 50 mL flask where 2.5 microliters of gel red. Gel red is the component that allows
the samples to fluoresce. A magnetic stir bar is added and then the flask is placed on a
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stirring plate and allowed to semi-cool. It is important not to let the melted gel cool too
much however because then it will start to harden. While cooling I put together the
simple machinery used in this technique, which can be seen in Figure 6. I remove the
middle clear section that serves as the mount for the gel, and tape each end to act as a
barrier for the buffer that will be added. The semi-cool gel is then poured into the taped
section. A tool that is called a comb is then inserted into the liquid. This comb will
penetrate the liquid and allow the gel to harden around it, that way when removed it
leaves small hollow areas called wells that our samples can be inserted into. The mixture
is then allowed to harden, the tape is removed and then it is placed back into the
electrophoresis tank. At this point you begin your sample preparation. Your samples will
be mixed on sterile wax paper strips, and will be in very small amounts so careful
pipetting is the key to good results. Individual “dots” of DNA samples, along with a size
standard (control) are made. Each receive loading dye, that will aid in visualization to
the naked eye during this step and reading the gel. Water is also added to each dot.
Refer to Table 3 for the precise measurements used.
H2O

Promega loading

Sample DNA

dye
PCR Amplified
Sample
Size Standard

4

1

6

8

1

2

Table 3. Measurements used in sample preparation of gel electrophoresis measured in
microliters. These measurements are used to make a “dot” of a sample that will be
loaded into the sample well. The size standard is a control for the gel, and it allows us
to distinguish a bad sample from a mistake in the gel process itself.
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The samples are loaded in numerical order in the wells going from left to right,
with the control being the very first. Approximately 230 mL of 1X TAE buffer is added
(skimming over the top of the gel) to aid in sample movement and electrical conduction.
Electrodes are hooked into the positive and negative end of the electrophoresis tank,
and allowed to pulse electricity through for 30 minutes. After the time is up, the gel is
collected and placed on top of a black light in a dark room. If positive, the gel will show
bright pink bands that have ran all the way to the positive end of the gel.
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Figure 9. A positive gel from sample R23. The bright bands indicate DNA
samples that have traveled towards the positive electrode, and the murky bands
indicate the primers.
After this step I revisit our PCR mixtures that had been stored, if they were
successfully amplified we would “clean them up”. This happens through a vacuum
filtration mechanism. Each amplified sample is micro pipetted into small wells
corresponding to their numerical label. Built into the lab machinery is a collection plate
in the vacuum manifold. Suction from the vacuum is then applied until buffer and all
other additives have been properly separated, on average around 30 minutes. The
purified DNA is then collected in newly labeled microtubes and our lab sent them to the
University of Tennessee Molecular Biology Resource Facility for them to perform the
sequencing of these samples.
Sanger sequencing technology is very expensive, so we are very fortunate to be
paired with UT and their willingness to contribute to our lab’s research. Here they
determine the sequence of the nucleotides of the amplicon through a process called
Sanger Sequencing. Invented in 1977, Nobel Laureate Frederick Sanger developed the
three main steps to Sanger sequencing. The first step is generating your number of DNA
fragments of varying lengths each terminated with a labeled nucleotide where that
nucleotide is the number of bases in the target DNA sequence. This is accomplished by
combining DNA primer, DNA polymerase, labled dideoxynucleosides, and the DNA
sequence of interest. A lot more restricted amount of dideoxynucleosides are used
rather the regular amount of nucleotides. The second step in Sanger Sequencing is to
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separate the DNA sequences by length through capillary gel electrophoresis. This is a
process where DNA fragments are separated by size through an acrylic-fiber capillary.
The end of each capillary is in buffer in which will carry the molecules and neutralize the
negatively charges capillary walls. The result of this process is the DNA pieces are then
transferred to the third step in the pattern from the shortest to longest. Once the DNA
pieces are separated, a laser is used to excite the label on the nucleotide at the end of
each sequence. Each of the bases A,C,T, and G, is tagged with a different label, so that
the light emitted back by each nucleotide can be associated with the correct base call.
This laser then creates a chromatogram that depicts the fluorescent peak of each
nucleotide in the order they are in.
When the University of Tennessee has completed their Sanger Sequencing of our
samples they return them back in ab.1 files commonly called TXT files and “text” files.
These files are in FASTA format, meaning that they are a text-based file containing only
amino acid sequences or nucleotide sequences (refer to Figure 8) . Only containing
uppercase text allows these files to be manipulated and corrected easily. The TXT files
are composed of A’s, C’s, T’s and G’s, which represent the order of adenine, cytosine,
thymine and guanine that compose our amplicon sequence. The TXT files also contain
other letters that do not belong, when this happens it is representative of a mistake.
Sometimes the Sanger Sequencing technology will be unsure of a base pair call and will
yield a letter that is not normally in DNA sequence, signaling that I need to manually
check and correct them. Different letters call for disagreements in a certain nucleotide
pair, a key to this can be read in Table 4. Elaboration on this correction will follow, but in
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Figure 8 you can see some examples of correction signified by lowercase letters. You can
also view a base pair disagreement in where a Y is yeilded, signaling a T to C
disagreement.
R

G, A (purine)

Y

T, C (pyrimidine)

K

G, T (keto)

M

A, C (amino)

S

G, C (strong)

W

A, T (weak)

B

G, T, C

D

G, A, T

H

A, C, T

V

G, C, A

N

A, G, C, T (can be any call)
-

gap of intermediate length

Table 4. A key to decode ambiguities in TXT files. When the letters from the left side of
the column appear in a nucleotide sequence it is indicative that there is a base pair
disagreement and requires manual intervention to determine the proper call.
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Figure 10. A raw FASTA format TXT file of sample R20. Uppercase letters depict correct
base calls from the computer, while lowercase letters indicate they have been
proofread and changed to the proper nucleotide. Letters that do not code for the four
nitrogenous nucleotides are disagreements. One was left in this picture for sake of
explanation. The Y call on the first row indicated a T and C disagreement and was later
changed to the proper base.

For the next step we employ a computer program called Sequencher from Gene
Codes Corporation. Invented in 1988, its advanced tools help to analyze and create
reports for DNA sequences. It allows the cleaning up of raw data through trimming
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vectors, performing alignments, view chromatograms/electropherograms, and much
more. I am able to upload the TXT files from each sample to Sequencher where it will
show the contig, the forward and reversed form of the sequence. This is result of the
two primers mentioned above added into the PCR master mixture, one that runs left to
right and the opposite that runs left to right. Together they represent a consensus
region of DNA. When these two contigs ( can be seen in Figure 9,the top and bottom
line of nucleotides) disagree, is when the program indicates the need for manual
manipulation/override of a base pair call. This program is essential to the process of
correcting and proofreading our data.

Figure 11. Example of Chromatogram/Electropherogram from DNA sample R13. This
image depicts how enzymes are settling down at the beginning then get into the
correct groove of elongating. Accurate sequence is generated by the sequence
reaction at approximately nucleotide #20.

With both the TXT files and Sequencher pulled up on the desktop, I will look for
the letters that do not belong in the sequence that are depicted in the chart above,
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showing a disagreement in base pair calling. In the contig sequence depicted above the
electropherogram, a base pair disagreement is depicted as a plus sign, asterisk or a
bullet point. Whatever number that base pair is, I will refer to the numbered peak on
the electropherogram below and determine which fluorescent peak is the strongest. An
electropherogram lets you visualize the results and order of DNA fragments that have
been fluorescently labeled. A laser reads and detects the quantity of fluorescence as the
DNA runs past it. Guanine reflects a yellow color, cytosine reflects as blue, adenine as
green, then thymine is visualized as red. The disagreements that arise can be decided
just by looking at which peak is the strongest at that particular number.
I had to manually proofread every TXT file, compare it to the chromatogram,
then change the sequence in the TXT file by inserting lowercase letters for the proper
base call. All 22 samples were proofread and contrasted with electropherograms to
ensure maximum accuracy. It very often occurs that the first and last bit of each
sequence will be very heavily packed with ambiguities. This happens because at the
beginning the enzyme is still setting down and getting into the proper groove of
replicating, at the end of the sequence messiness occurs due to the enzyme wearing
out. Since this happens, more often than not I would snip off (cleave) the first and last
15 or so base pair calls to ensure that the data that is kept is of very high quality. High
quality data has evenly spaced peaks with only one color, or one color very apparent.
Some baseline peaks may be present and this is referred to as “background noise”. This
mainly happens when the sample is not strong enough or “dim”. You can refer to your
‘Signal Intensity’ drop down to reveal how strong your signals are. Trimming will help to
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make the data as accurate as possible. This process of proofreading is very timely.
Manually changing each base pair that is yielded unsure takes hours of careful editing
and always requires your full attention. Though time consuming, proofreading and
changing base pairs carefully is what allows the data produced to be concise and of
great quality.
Once all 22 of my sequences had been proofread and each base pair
disagreement had been settled, I uploaded all samples into another computer program
called ClustalX, which is used for the multiple alignment of nucleic acid and protein
sequences. It’s a windows interface that allows you to align/manipulate a large amount
of sequences at once, in my case it allowed me to align all 22 of the nucleotide
sequences at once. There have been many variations of Clustal over the years since it
was first released in 1988. The second variation of the program was called ClustalV and
it offered multiple alignment as well as phylogenetic tree reconstruction. ClustalW, the
third generation, was released in 1994. It had new features such as weighting individual
sequences according to similarities and divergences. ClustalX was the version I
employed, and it was released in 1997. This phase was the first to have a graphical user
interface. Since ClustalX there has been one more revision and the newest standard
version is now Clustal. The purpose of this alignment is to visualize the similarities and
differences in each sequence on a nucleotide basis. You are able to compare each
sample at whatever number nucleotide you want since they are all visible and all
oriented to line up with one another. The output of ClustalX is what allows you to
physically see the difference in the genetic makeup of each of these DNA samples. In
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Figure 10 you can easily see that there is a discrepancy in the third row down labeled
R7. There is a G base pair call when there is a gap at that number for every other
nucleotide sequence. You can also view obvious differences in R1, and R32 without
having to intensively search for them. Some differences are harder to see and must be
searched for such as sample R36 base pair 203. The discrepancies between these base
calls sometimes are mistakes that were not caught in the TXT files or chromatograms, so
at this point I went through and proofread them one last time. It is much easier to spot
a difference in a sample line when all of the sequences are aligned because of the way
they are oriented on top of one another. For example, the base call in R36 that differed
from all the others in that column, differed from both above and underneath that
sample. I went back into its TXT file and chromatogram and made sure that that was
the largest peak and correct base pair called. If it was a mistake that I had missed
previously, I would have to alter that sample’s TXT file. If it was a correct call then that
indicated a mutation in that species’ sequence. There were several versions of ClustalX
outputs, since mistakes and discrepancies were still caught, each time that happened
and the TXT file was manipulated they had to be reuploaded in their new sequence and
realigned.
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Figure 12. Final ClustalX output of the alignment of the 22 DNA sample’s molecular
sequence. There is an insertion in the third sequence in the third from the bottom
sequence. The histogram at the bottom indicates the degree of similarity across those
samples in that column.

Results
Once, for the last time, each of the 22 DNA sequences are all checked and
proofread I created a master file that contained all of their complete edited and
trimmed TXT files. From this master FASTA file I created a phylogenetic tree. I created
this using a website called phylogeny.fr that is widely respected among the scientific
community. The website was created in 2008 and is very compatible with the most two
recent versions of Clustal. Phylogeny.fr runs multiple different bioinformatics programs
to construct and analyze the relationships between many molecular sequences at once,
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aka create phylogenetic trees. Figure 11 depicts the final output showing the
relationships between the species of Rhyncospora that were sequenced.

Figure 13. Final output Phylogenetic Tree. There are two prominent clusters with two
outliers. The first cluster includes R23, R11, R14, R6,R20, R5,R15, R18, R17, and R19.
The second includes R7, R13, R10, R3, R24, R2, R22, R21, R26, and R9. The two outliers
are R1 and R27.
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Discussion
Figure 13 is an image of the phylogenetic tree that is produced when all the
sequences are aligned and compared to one another. Phylogenetic trees are diagrams
that represent evolutionary relationships between different organisms. Their patterns of
branching reflect how closely species are related to one another. The further samples
are from one another, depicts the more differences between them; the closer they are
to each other shows that they are more closely related. Distances most often also
indicate time as well, since evolution is a time driven phenomenon. Species that are
further away from one another on a phylogenetic tree most often evolved/came to be
in drastically different time periods. However, since our samples were all harvested
within several years time (evolutionarily speaking that is nothing), and their DNA has
been preserved, we can assume that time of collection does not play a large role in the
phylogenetic tree. The results from the tree show that R1 and R27 are the sequences
that are the most divergent from the rest. We see two major clusterings, and these
clusterings share several samples under the same species name. This was expected, for
samples of the same species should share the same, if not extremely similar, genomic
sequences. Table 5 lists the species name and which cluster they were associated with.
For example, in cluster one, 7 out of 10 samples were Rhyncospora marliniana. You can
infer that all of the samples that were species marliniana were more closely related to
each other than a different species such as oligantha. Though small branching indicates
contrast between samples, the tree shows that they are still are very close to one
another. This pattern is suggesting that there are differences in the members of these
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two groups, but that they are very subtle. This variation could be an effect of something
as simple as a handful of nucleotides. The final output of the phylogenetic tree did not
show as much variation as hoped for. A pattern called a polytomy is often seen in these
trees. A polytomy occurs in a section of a phylogenetic tree when all decedents are
equally close to one another and the most recent ancestor. The output of a polytomy
normally means that there are not enough discrepancies or a lack of data, that do not
allow lineages to be differentiated between one another. It did not come as a surprise
since ITS primers very often will show this pattern of close relations in phylogenetic
trees. Luckily, the output tree did not contain a true polytomy, but the resulting tree
does show something close. Though not the exact results I was hoping for, I was still
able to distinguish differences/ show branching of 4 different groups.
Cluster 1

R23 (plumosa), R11 (megaplumosa), R14
megaplumosa), R6 (marliniana), R20
(marliniana), R5 (marliniana), R15
(marliniana), R18 (marliniana), R17
(marliniana), R19 (marliniana)

Cluster 2

R7 (penniseta), R13 (intermedia), R10
(plumosa), R3 (oligantha), R24
(oligantha), R2 (oligantha), R22
(oligantha), R21 (oligantha), R26
(oligantha), R9 (galeana)

Outliers

R27 (exalta), R1 (crinipies)
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Table 5. Clusters interpreted from the final output phylogenetic tree. You can observe
that the clusters mainly consist of the same species of Rhyncospora, as expected.
Looking toward the future, I hope that the data I generated will spark interest in
the scientific community and inspire more individuals to do similar work. I hope my data
allows students, that will work in not only the Eastern Kentucky genomics lab but labs
everywhere, to gain the confidence to take on a large scale project like this. I hope my
thesis has shown that you can practice science in a fun way, and grow into your own
version of a scientist. The broader implications of this data will hopefully one day aid in
the publishing of scientific articles/journals from our lab here at EKU.
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